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My 20 month old nephew loves this book and the CD. All the songs are sung by both a male and

female in an upbeat away that promotes singing along rather than putting him to sleep (the similar

Nursery Rhymes book is a great read but the CD music is definitely sleep-inducing). We have the

CD in the car so he doesn't get bored. He acts out the songs - especially for "the itsy bitsy spider",

"the wheels on the bus", "if you're happy and you know it". He grabs the heavy book every night to

read (along with other favorites). A definite "hooray" from us!

My daughter adores this. At first, I thought a strange-sounding British fellow singing instead of the

usual kids' voices was going to be a problem, but the charming simplicity with which these songs

are recorded is instantly apparent, and the memorable sounds and instrumentation is going to get

your child's attention. I'm very pleased with this. The book that comes along with it is colorfully

illustrated and will delight older children who can sing along with the words. Time to go play "The

Wheels on the Bus" as my daughter's asking for it!



This book has turned out to be a great purchase. My child loves it. The pictures are embossed.

Would highly recommend this book to any parent looking for songs to sing or just to read to children.

My son and I love this book. It comes with a great cd which we play in the car and sing along to

(well I do while he squeals in the back).My son is 8 months old, and his day care have the same

book, so it's great that he knows all the songs, he loves the book as well. the book is hard

cardboard, so he can chew it, smack it, pull at it and it wont get damaged. It is a bumpy book as

well. So when he rubs his little hands over the pages he can feel bumps along the outline of the

pictures.The songs are all sung nicely and the way they should be which is great. I had previously

bought a fisher price cd and the songs were horrible and we couldn't sing, as none were sung the

original way.I would recommend this to friends and I would buy again

This book is adorable and the CD that comes along with it is pleasant enough to listen to. The

different voices make it interesting as does the accent that you quickly get used to. My son enjoys

listening to this in the car.

This is a fantastic board book and CD! It is constantly playing in my minivan for my 2-year-old (her

request/demand!) and she loves pointing out the farm animals and bus and horses and other

illustrations that go with all the songs. The pictures have some raised edges and are nice for her to

touch. The book is very sturdy. We also gave one as a gift to our best friend and the girls really

enjoy singing the same songs!

My 8 month old son normally loves music, but he is not interested in this CD at all. Not sure if the

tempo is too slow or if the song versions are not playful enough, but he doesn't like it. He does like

touching the texture of the book pages, which is why I gave three stars.

A lot of famous kids songs. My daughter loves it when I sing while flipping the book for her. My

daughter is not exactly a toddler who likes to read, but she would look at my lips and pay more

attention to me when I sing the songs from this book along with the music CD. Both my daughter

and I have fun using this book.
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